
The Harmonic Canon: Remixed  

  

Date:    Saturday 2 July  

6pm:   Workshop (optional)  

7.30pm:   Concert  

Venue:   Stephen Lawrence Gallery,  

10 Stockwell Street, London, England, SE10 9BD  

  

Join us for an immersive music event. This event marks the release of The Harmonic 

Canon Remixes on our record label. 

  

Dominic Murcott has made a special new version of his piece The Harmonic Canon 

for this event. There will also be an ambient DJ set from DJ NikNak.   

  

The Harmonic Canon is a piece of music written for two percussionists and a giant 

custom-made bell. This event will also include electronics, improvisation and an 

option for audience involvement. The music will be played in the middle of the space. 

You can move around, sit or lie down as you wish.   

  

Played by percussionists Malgorzata Kepa and Rhys Davies, the piece is in two 

sections. The first section is fast and energetic, featuring live and electronic 

elements and the second is calm and medatative. Azerbaijani Tar player Morad 

Kashef will add an additional dimension on this small guitar like instrument and 

members of the audience are invited to be part of this section as well if they wish.  

  

If you would like to take part in the performance, please attend the informal 

workshop before the concert. Dominic Murcott will explain how to take part and 

everyone will practice the music together. No previous musical experience is needed 

(though always welcomed) and all instruments will be provided.  

  

The evening will finish with ambient electronic music from DJ NikNak.  



  

You can buy our new album Harmonic Canon Remixes from Thursday 30 June. 

Available on Vinyl LP and digital, it features remixes from Loraine James, Lone 

Taxidermist (Natalie Sharp), Sean O-Hagan (High Llamas) and John McEntire 

(Tortoise).  

  

TICKETS  

Concession £8, Advance £12, On the door £15  

Buy tickets from this website: https://bit.ly/39eP4vI 

  

Access  

Free companion tickets are available if you require extra help when you visit.  

Stephen Lawrence Gallery provides full access for those with disabilities.  

Please send any questions to sophie@nonclassical.co.uk.   

  

Refund Policy  

If you need to cancel we can refund your ticket up to two days before the event. If 

you can’t come and it’s within two days of the event, please contact 

sophie@nonclassical.co.uk. You can choose another event to come to instead or 

keep the credit for a future event.  
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